Many traditional techniques for elemental analysis rely on use of plasmas to excite sample, and then the sample\'s composition can be identified and determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) or atomic emission spectroscopy (AES). One of the AES-based techniques for elemental analysis is laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), which is a powerful spectroscopic technique for direct analysis of various materials[@b1][@b2]. The method is based on focusing a high power laser radiation on a sample surface to form a plasma, and its emission is used to identify and quantify elements in solid[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7], liquid[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11], gaseous[@b12][@b13] and even aerosol[@b14][@b15][@b16] samples. One of the main advantages in LIBS is the simultaneous sampling and excitation, which can be achieved with a single laser pulse. Many solid samples can be analyzed directly or with minimal preparation, so LIBS shortens the full analysis cycle compared to most other analysis techniques[@b1][@b2][@b17]. Standard ICP or discharge based techniques must use background argon or other noble gases to perform analysis, which is not a necessary part for most LIBS experiments. The applications that can be benefited from the unique advantages of LIBS include environmental[@b18][@b19][@b20], industrial[@b21], geological[@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25], planetary[@b26][@b27], homeland security[@b28][@b29], and dental analysis[@b30].

In spite of the increasing popularity of LIBS, the processes involved in the laser-induced plasma formation, ablation, atomization, and excitation are complex and difficult to reproduce, leading to poor sensitivity, precision, and detection limits[@b31][@b32][@b33] compared to other forms of atomic spectroscopy such as inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) or flame atomic emission spectroscopy. In order to improve the overall performance of LIBS, a significant amount of research to enhance the intensity of plasma emission based on combining different analytical techniques were investigated by different groups. For example, laser ablation has been coupled with additional excitation sources such as laser (dual-pulse LIBS)[@b34][@b35][@b36], microwave (microwave-assisted LIBS)[@b37][@b38], and hollow cathode lamp (spark-discharged LIBS)[@b39][@b40]. All of these techniques imply a non-negligible increase in complexity and cost of the LIBS set-up, although they succeeded in achieving improved limits of detection for the determination of many elements. Besides multiple excitation schemes, alternative methods based on spatially confining the plasma expansion[@b41][@b42] and easily ionizable elements (EIE-LIBS)[@b43] have been studied in order to enhance the intensity of plasma emission in single-pulse LIBS. Similar improvements have been made without the use of an additional excitation sources. However, the full analysis cycle is increased compared to standard LIBS due to complicated preparation procedure in these methods.

In this paper, we propose a new method for LIBS signal enhancement, in which the single-beam-splitting technique combined with a proper optical geometric configuration has been initially explored for effective signal enhancement with no requirement of an additional excitation source or a complicated preparation procedure of samples. In this approach, a laser pulse is divided into two laser beams to excite the sample from different directions instead of a single beam excitation in traditional LIBS. Additionally, the laser beam geometry plays an important role in the emission signal enhancement in SBS-LIBS. We here present an innovative geometric configuration, which is different from main beam geometries of dual-pulse LIBS, i.e., orthogonal and collinear configurations[@b34], to achieve the free adjustment of the incident angle of the two laser beams. To obtain maximum enhancements, the optimal angle between the two laser beams has been investigated. The optimum angle for the Al atomic emission line at 396.15 nm was found to be around 60° and approximately 70° for the Cu atomic emission line at 324.75 nm. Under these optimized conditions, the maximum enhancements of SBS-LIBS were found to be 5.6- and 4.8-fold for the copper and aluminum, respectively, relative to the signal obtained in traditional one single-pulse (SP) LIBS.

The experimental system of SBS-LIBS only adds a few optical lenses compared to standard LIBS. For this reason, the SBS-LIBS system should be more compact with lower cost compared to most other LIBS signal enhancement techniques, which would be useful for real-time and in situ analysis of solid sample, for example, food processing, medical applications, and Mars exploration program. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on LIBS signal enhancements using single-beam splitting technique.

Results
=======

Geometric Configuration of SBS-LIBS design
------------------------------------------

The experimental setup for SBS-LIBS system was shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The initial laser pulse impinging at 45° on the surface of the beam-splitter (THORLABS BSW26) was optimized for 50:50 beam splitting for an angle of incidence (AOI) of 45°. The initial laser pulse was divided into a reflection and transmission laser beam by a beam-splitter. The reflection laser beam was aligned perpendicular to the sample surface and focused using a 50 mm focal length lens (L1,focal spot diameter \~10 μm,) such that the focal spot was formed at the sample surface. The transmission laser beam entered a set of optic lens consisting of three mirrors (M1, M2, M3), a 100 mm focal length lens (L2, focal spot diameter \~20 μm) and two circular arc-shaped orbits (O1, O2), and then reached the sample surface with an angle of *β* relative to the reflection laser.

The AOI between two laser beams could be changed within the range between 0\~90° (except 0 and 90°) by adjusting M1, M2, M3 and L2 in this experimental setup (The specific adjustment procedure could be found in Method section). In the case of AOI = 0 (SBS-LIBS), the optical beam geometry was a collinear configuration[@b10], i.e., both beams propagate in the same direction and are delivered perpendicular to the sample surface. In the case of AOI = 90° (SBS-LIBS), The optical beam geometry was the similar with reheating configuration[@b44], i.e., the reflection laser beam was aligned perpendicular to the sample surface, and the transmission laser beam was aligned parallel to the sample surface, and was focused with a lens above the sample surface at 1 mm. The only difference was that the two laser beams in SBS-LIBS were splitted from one laser pulse, while the two laser beams in DP-LIBS were created by two independent lasers. For the single pulse setup, the beam splitter in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} was exchanged with a reflection mirror.

In this experimental setup, both the reflection and transmission laser beams were produced by a single laser; therefore, the variation of the delay time, which was determined by their optical path difference (OPD), was very limited. In consideration of the energy attenuation and experimental complexity in SBS-LIBS, the OPD between two laser beams was less than 2.1 m, consequently, and the adjustment range of the delay time between the reflection and transmission laser beams was limited to 5.8\~7.2 ns. The OPD and inter-beam delay in the different angles of incident (AOI) between two laser beams were listed in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.

Assessment of coupling efficiency of laser energy to the ablated materials
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is well known that the signal intensities of LIBS can be enhanced by increasing the pulse energy of the laser. However, the enhancement effects of LIBS tend to be saturated at a certain value of laser energy, and further increasing the laser energy cannot bring obvious signal enhancement. To examine this phenomenon, we tested and identified the influence of emission intensities of Al I at 396.15 nm and Cu I at 324.75 nm through increasing laser energy. In order to avoid the strong continuous emission occurring during the SP processes, the spectral acquisitions were performed after a delay time of 2 μs from the laser pulse. The laser pulse energy was varied from 20 to 200 mJ. To better evaluate the SP coupling efficiency of laser energy to the ablated materials, the signal intensities in different pulse energy levels were normalized to the signal intensities with 200 mJ pulse energy. The emission spectra acquired for performing such survey were obtained by 3 ms gate of a CCD detector. As shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, in the laser pulse energy range of 20 to 80 mJ, 80 to 140 mJ, and 140 to 200 mJ, Al line increased from 0 to 70.1%, 70.1% to 94.8%, and 94.8% to 100%, respectively. Similarly, the 324.75 nm Cu peak increased from 0 to 61.8%, 61.8% to 87.8%, and 87.8% to 100%, respectively. It can be noticed that the obvious increase of LIBS signal intensity has been observed when the laser pulse energy at relatively low level. On the contrary, the increase drops off quickly when laser pulse energy over 80 mJ.

The above phenomenon could be explained by the difference of coupling efficiency of laser energy to the ablated materials with the increased laser pulse energy. The plasma was weakly ionized when the laser energy was at a low level, and most energy of laser pulse was used for ablating the sample and ionizing the plasma, which were benefit for improving signal intensity. At high energy, the leading edge of the laser pulse had enough energy to complete the ionization of the plasma, while at the same time an absorption zone which was opaque to laser beam formed in the plasma, hence some energy in the trailing edge of the laser pulse was blocked by the absorption zone. Although the signal intensities increased with the improved laser pulse energy, the efficiency of laser energy coupled to the ablated materials was decreased when the laser energy was sufficiently high.

The signal enhancement in SBS-LIBS configuration
------------------------------------------------

The Al I line at 396.15 nm and the Cu I line at 324.75 nm were chosen for spectral analysis due to their strong presence under our experimental conditions. Representative spectra for three experimental cases, specifically for SBS-LIBS with AOI of 30° and 60° along with the single-pulse only case, were shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. A significant increase in both atomic emission line intensity and continuum emission intensity was recorded in all cases of SBS operation (upper and middle spectra) with respect to single laser pulse operation (lower spectra), as observed in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The peak intensity of the 396.15 nm Al line increased from a SP value of 7622 counts to a maximum value of 42608 counts at SBS-LIBS AOI of 60° in [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Similarly, the 324.75 nm Cu peak intensity increased from a SP value of 6215 counts to a maximum value of 27324 at SBS-LIBS AOI of 60° in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Astoundingly, this result differs significantly from the previous studies that employed a pair of ns pulses for which no enhancements were observed in DP-LIBS configuration when the inter-pulse delay was at nanosecond level[@b45].

The SEM images in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} show the craters produced using single-pulse and SBS-LIBS excitation, with 50 consecutive laser shots. Following ablation, the surface of sample in and around the ablation site was characterized by cracking and pitting, with the behavior observed for the SBS-LIBS increase. For SBS-LIBS configuration, [Fig. 4 (b) and (c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} show that the two laser beams were so precisely aligned that the two laser spots fall on one point on the sample surface.

The effect of inter-beam incident angle for signal enhancement in SBS-LIBS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In SBS-LIBS, the AOI between two laser beams plays an important role in signal enhancement. Therefore, we examined the emission signal intensities of the atomic lines of aluminum and copper by varying the inter-beam AOI from 0 to 90°. To quantify the increase in emission signals with the SBS-LIBS, the peak intensity and signal-to-background (S/B) ratios were calculated for both SBS and SP operations. To compare the data over the range of inter-beam AOI in SBS-LIBS, all the absolute peak intensity and S/B ratios were normalized to the respective SP value, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The raw peak intensity values increased by a maximum of 5.6-fold around AOI of 60° and 4.8-fold around AOI of 70° for Al and Cu emission lines, respectively. Because the continuum emission was also found to increase considerably with the SBS configuration, the resulting S/B ratio was less than the raw atomic emission peak intensities. Specifically, the S/B values are of 2.16- and 2.23-fold maximum for Al and Cu emission lines, respectively.

According to the above experiments, three key features should be noticed in the [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}: firstly, a slight signal suppression at AOI = 0 and 10° was observed; secondly, the signal was enhanced by increasing inter-beam AOI in the range of 20\~70°; thirdly, the signal enhancement effect drops off quickly for inter-beam AOI \> 70°. For the first observation (AOI = 0 and 10°), the reflection and transmission laser beams were acted like single pulse because the delay time between two laser beams was less than the initial laser pulse width. But this combined single pulse width was more than initial real single pulse because of inter-beam delay, resulting in a lessened peak power of laser pulse and analyte response as observed here.

To explain the second observation and identify the relationships between inter-beam AOI and the enhancement effect of signal intensity in SBS-LIBS system, a plasma formation model on a plane surface was taken, as illustrated in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Most energy of trailing edge of the laser pulse was blocked by the absorption zone formed in the plasma when the laser pulse energy was significantly high, as described in the above experiment. Moreover, some studies indicate that the absorption zone was not uniform and diffused along the direction of the incident laser[@b1]. In the direction of incident laser, the thickness of the absorption zone reaches maximum, and decreases with deviation from the incident laser beam. The thicker the absorption zone is, the more it consumes the laser energy. Therefore, the thickness of absorption zone threaded by the transmission laser beam decreased with the increasing inter-beam AOI, and more energy of transmission laser beam should be used to ablate samples.

For the third observation, the signal enhancement effect was significantly decreased when further increasing the inter-beam AOI. The contact area between transmission laser beam and the sample surface would be significantly increased for inter-beam AOI more than 70°, the effectiveness of the laser energy per unit area could drop off quickly. Therefore, a short discussion of the effect of contact area between the transmission laser beam and the sample surface on signal enhancement is presented below: With the possible optical system error and the surface smoothness of the sample, the contact area should be considered as one of the reasons for performance evaluation, which can be calculated by the following formula: where and is the minor axis and major axis of elliptical contact area, respectively, as shown in [Fig. 7(a)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. According to the principles of trigonometry, *a* and *b* are equal to the radius of transmission laser beam *r* and *r*/cos*α*, respectively, thus, the formula of *S* can be rewritten in the following formula: where *α* is the angle of incident between reflection and transmission laser beams. The value of contact area reaches minimum when the transmission laser beam is directed orthogonal to the target surface (*α* = 0), as observed in [Fig. 7(b)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. To compare the data over the range of inter-beam AOI in SBS-LIBS, all the contact areas were normalized to the minimum contact area (*S* (*α*)/*S* (0) = 1/cos*α*), as shown in [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}.

The relationship between inter-beam delay and signal intensity in SBS-LIBS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned in **Geometric Configuration of SBS-LIBS design** section, the delay time is different with inter-beam AOI changing. In order to investigate the relationship between inter-beam delay and signal intensity, the experimental setup is improved. As shown in the [Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}, the AOI was fixed at 60°,and the delay time was changed by using different number of mirrors in mirror groups 1 and 2. [Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} shows a plot of the LIBS emission intensity versus inter-beam delay for the 396.15 nm Al line and 324.75 nm Cu line in the samples. Slight changes of signal intensity with different delay time were observed, which suggests the effect of inter-beam delay ranged from 5.3 to 7.3 ns on signal intensity could be insignificant with changing AOI.

Enhancement effect of SBS-LIBS at different laser pulse energies
----------------------------------------------------------------

In this experiment, the enhancement effect of signal intensity using SBS-LIBS configuration by varying the pulse energy of initial laser from 20 mJ to 200 mJ are investigated, with the inter-beam AOI in SBS-LIBS fixed at 60° for Al and 70° for Cu, respectively. The detector gate delay time and width were the same as in the above experiment. [Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"} shows the signal enhancement factor, S.E. (the ratio of signal emission intensities in the SP- and SBS-LIBS spectra). It should be noted that the enhancement effect of signal intensity was divided into three linear regions with the variation of the laser pulse energy.

In the first linear region (laser pulse energy ranging from 20 to 60 mJ), the signal intensity of SBS-LIBS was less than SP-LIBS for both Cu and Al analysis. The decreasing behavior of the emission intensity could be explained by the energy of each laser beam generated by the initial laser pulse, which was not much larger than the breakdown threshold. The observation in this region strongly suggests that the SBS-LIBS configuration was not suitable for signal enhancement using lower laser pulse energy. In the second linear region (laser pulse energy ranging from 60 to 160 mJ), the signal intensity was obviously enhanced by SBS-LIBS, because the coupling efficiency of laser energy to the ablated materials was significantly improved by using SBS-LIBS configuration when laser pulse energy at a relative high level. And the enhancement effect was improved with the increasing laser pulse energy. In the third linear region (laser pulse energy ranging from 160 to 200 mJ), since the energy of initial laser pulse was too high, the coupling efficiency of reflection and transmission laser energy to the ablated materials tend to be saturated, and further increasing the laser energy cannot bring significant change in signal enhancement. According to the principle of SBS-LIBS, theoretically we expect that further extension of the current SBS could be possible, which means multi-beam splitting mode from the initial laser pulse, divided into multi-beams, i.e., four beams, eight beams or even more, could be achievable for further improving coupling efficiency of laser energy to the ablated materials, provide the laser pulse is powerful enough. These multi-beam modes have not been yet tested in this work because of restrictions of our experimental conditions.

Temporal analysis for SBS-LIBS and SP-LIBS
------------------------------------------

Study of the attenuation rate for both SBS-LIBS and SP-LIBS cases were conducted in this work. The experiments to estimated temporal behaviors of the signal intensity occurring in both SP-LIBS and SBS-LIBS configurations were conducted. Kinetic spectral series with progressive delay time of 0.1 μs step from the first laser shot for SP-LIBS, or 0.5 μs step from the transmission laser beam for SBS-LIBS, were studied. Conversely, the detection system gate width was fixed at 3 ms in both cases. [Fig. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"} shows a plot of the LIBS signal intensity versus detector gate delay. The results reported in [Fig. 12(a)](#f12){ref-type="fig"} show that during the SP induced plasma the signal intensity was about 25000 counts in the first hundreds of ns and then rapidly drops down, after about 1.8\~2.0 μs, the SP induced plasma reaches a signal intensity plateau of 3500 counts. On the other hand, the SBS induced plasma line emission intensities last for roughly 30 μs and this is certainly due to its slow temporal decay of the plasma, as shown in [Fig. 12(b)](#f12){ref-type="fig"}, where the signal intensity remains at about 13000 counts even for a relatively long time delays (10.5\~12.0 μs). Therefore, it can be assumed that the plasma plume induced by reflection laser beam can efficiently be reheated by transmission laser beam of the SBS-LIBS configuration, sustaining for longer plasma lifetime.

Discussion
==========

In this paper, we propose a new method for LIBS signal enhancement, in which the single-beam-splitting technique is combined with LIBS. In this approach, a laser pulse is divided into two laser beams to ablate and excite samples. To obtain maximum enhancements, the effect of inter-beam AOI on the emission signal intensity was investigated. The raw peak intensity values and S/B ratios increased 5.6- and 2.16- fold around AOI of 60° for Al I line at 396.15 nm, respectively, and increased 4.8- and 2.23- fold around AOI of 70° for Cu I line at 324.75 nm, respectively. One possibility is that an absorption zone generated by the leading edge of the laser pulse consumed most of the trailing edge of the laser pulse energy, resulting in decreased coupling of the ablation pulse to the sample surface in traditional SP-LIBS configuration. The absorption zone diffuses along the direction of the incident laser, and the thickness of absorption zone threaded by the transmission laser beam decreased with the increasing inter-beam AOI in SBS-LIBS, and more energy of transmission laser beam was used to ablate samples.

The proposed SBS-LIBS technology achieved the excitation of a sample using two laser beams; this technology is superficially similar to the widely reported DP-LIBS[@b34]. However, there are essential differences between these two technologies in terms of both realization method and signal enhancement principle. The signal enhancement principle of DP-LIBS technology can be divided into three modes: collinear[@b10], pre-ablation[@b46], and reheating[@b35][@b44]. The enhancement principle of collinear and reheating modes involved the direct bombardment on plasma for the second excitation by a second laser pulse when the first laser-produced plasma entered the decay phase[@b34], whereas the pre-ablation mode relied on a special environment of the sample surface formed by the first laser pulse such as shock-induced reduced pressure or thermal lensing caused by the pre-ablation laser spark[@b45]. The SBS-LIBS technology proposed in this paper changed the traditional LIBS excitation mode, and the energy of one laser pulse was dispersed into two directions for the sample excitation to increase the utilization efficiency of a single laser, thus achieving the enhancement of LIBS signal.

In terms of the implementation method, the two laser pulses in DP-LIBS were generated by two different lasers, and a synchronous machine was needed in DP-LIBS for the two laser pulses to generate a certain delay time to obtain the best signal enhancement[@b47]. The delay time was generally approximately three orders of magnitude higher than that of the laser pulse width of the first pulse[@b48]. For example, when femtosecond or nanosecond lasers were used for DP-LIBS excitation, the delay time to obtain the best signal enhancement was ps[@b49] and μs[@b45] levels, respectively. According to previous reports, when the delay time between two laser beams was less than 100 times of laser pulse width, the signal enhancement effect decreased significantly[@b44][@b45][@b47][@b48]. In this work, two laser beams could be obtained in the proposed SBS-LIBS technology by splitting a single pulse generated by one laser; thus, the interval time of the two laser beams reaching the sample surface was only determined by the OPD of two laser beams (\<10 ns). When the delay time between the two laser beams was short or none, the SBS-LIBS technology could still achieve the signal enhancement, which was impossible for the DP-LIBS technology.

The enhancement effect of signal intensity using SBS-LIBS configuration as a function of the laser pulse energy was investigated. We have found that the SBS-LIBS configuration was not suitable for signal enhancement when using lower laser pulse energy(less than 60 mJ). On the contrary, the obvious signal enhancement was obtained at high enough laser pulse energy (range from 60 to 160 mJ). However, the enhancement effect tended to be saturated when the laser pulse energy over 160 mJ. As a relevant remark, the SBS configuration used in this work showed a pretty slow lifetime temporal decay of the plasma, providing emission lines lasting longer than those occurring for SP-LIBS.

Methods
=======

Procedures for inter-beam AOI adjustment
----------------------------------------

The experimental setup as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} needs to be adjusted with the AOI between reflection and transmission laser beams changing. The vertical distance between M3 and the sample surface can be defined by the following expression: *h*~1~ = *R*~1~cos*β*, as well as the vertical distance between L2 and the sample surface can be defined by the following expression: *h*~2~ = *R*~2~cos*β*, where *β* is the AOI between reflection and transmission laser beams, and *R*~1~ and *R*~2~ are the radius of O1 and O2, respectively. Also, the horizontal angles of the axis of M3 and L2 can be defined by the following expressions: and , respectively. Thus M3 and L2 are able to be fixed at certain position on the O2 and O1, respectively. In the procedure for beam alignment, there may exist some tiny errors. In order to observe the exact position of the two laser spots clearly, a 532 nm continuous laser was used to replace the Nd:YAG laser for fine adjusting M1, M2, M3 and L2 in the system optimization process.

The experimental system parameters in detail
--------------------------------------------

All the experiments were performed in open air at room temperature. A LOTIS TII 2131 M, Q-switched Nd: YAG laser operates at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm at a repetition rate of 1 Hz pulse.

The plasma emission was collimated and focused by a 50-mm fused-silica focal lens onto the entrance of fiber optic with a core diameter of 0.5 mm and fed into a three channel spectrometer (AvaSpec Multi-channel). Two 2400 groove/mm gratings were used for channels 1 and 2 to provide a wavelength range of 200--317 nm with a 0.10 nm spectral resolution and a wavelength range of 316--418 nm with a 0.10 nm spectral resolution, respectively. The third channel had the wavelength range of 415--930 nm with a 0.50 nm spectral resolution through the dispersion of a 1200 groove/mm grating.

In the experiment, the detector gate delay was varied from 0 to 50 μs with minimal jitter (15 ns) using a delay generator (Stanford Instruments Model DG535) after the initial laser beam. The time difference between the detector gate and initial laser beam was continuously monitored using a rapid photodiode (Newport, Model 818-BB-21) coupled with an oscilloscope (GWINSTEK GDS-2202A).

### Safety hazard note

The laser (LOTIS TII 2131 M) is capable of emitting levels of both visible and invisible radiation that can cause damage to the eyes and skin, thus care should be taken in order to avoid hurt.

### Sample introduction

The samples were aluminum alloy (91 wt.% Al) and copper alloy(90 wt.% Cu) which were mounted on a three-dimensional adjustable stage. Each point in the distributions was averaged over approximately 50 shots to minimize the effects on the LIBS spectra of stochastic fluctuations in the laser intensity, breakdown position, electronic noise, etc.
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![Schematic diagram of experimental setup for the SBS-LIBS system.\
The centers of circular arc-shaped orbit 1 and 2 (O1, O2) were coincidence with the point that the reflection laser beam reached the sample. M1 and M2 were used to change the direction of the transmission laser, and M3 could be moved on the O1 for changing the angle of incident between reflection and transmission laser beams. L1 and L2 were used to focus laser beam on the sample surface.](srep07625-f1){#f1}

![The normalized intensity of the Cu I (324.75 nm) line and Al I (396.15 nm) line at different laser pulse energies.](srep07625-f2){#f2}

![Spectra showing atomic emission lines of interest, Al I at 396.15 nm and Cu I at 324.75 nm.\
The spectra correspond to single-pulse LIBS (lower spectrum), SBS-LIBS with AOI of 30° (middle spectrum), and SBS-LIBS with AOI of 60° (top spectrum). Line intensities were significantly enhanced.](srep07625-f3){#f3}

![SEM images of the ablation craters for an aluminum alloy sample using (a) SP-LIBS, and SBS-LIBS inter-beam AOI of (b) 30° and (c) 60°.](srep07625-f4){#f4}

![Spectral atomic emission intensity (solid squares) and S/B ratio (solid circle) measurements as a function of the inter-beam AOI in SBS-LIBS.\
The values were normalized respective to the SP data. The Al I line at 396.15 nm (a) and the Cu I line at 324.75 nm (b) were selected for spectral analysis. The error bars show the standard deviation of 50 replicate measurements.](srep07625-f5){#f5}

![Schematic diagram of the development of a laser plasma initiated on a plane solid surface.\
The reflection laser beam (red arrow) is directed orthogonal to the target surface, and the transmission laser beam (blue arrow) irradiates at an angle ranging from 0°\~90° with respect to the axis of the reflection laser beam. The overlap of the absorption zone and the incident path of laser beam (black dash line) represent the thickness of absorption zone threaded by the transmission laser beam.](srep07625-f6){#f6}

![Schematic diagram of the contact area of a transmission laser beam is incident to the sample surface.\
The contact area (a) is calculated by *S*(α) = π*r*^2^/cos*α*, where *α* is the angle of incident between reflection and transmission laser beams, *r* is the radius of transmission laser beam. The value of contact area (b) reaches minimum when the transmission laser beam is directed orthogonally to the target surface (*α* = 0).](srep07625-f7){#f7}

![The contact area between transmission laser beam and the sample surface as a function of the incident angle between reflection and transmission laser beams.\
Values are normalized to the minimum contact area (*S* (*α*)/*S* (0) = 1/cos*α*).](srep07625-f8){#f8}

![Schematic diagrams of the optical beam geometry configuration for investigating the relationship between inter-beam delay and signal intensity in SBS-LIBS.](srep07625-f9){#f9}

![Dependence of SBS-LIBS intensities of Al I line at 396.15 nm and Cu I line at 324.75 nm on inter-beam delay time.](srep07625-f10){#f10}

![The S.E. (the ratio of signal emission intensities in the SBS- and SP-LIBS spectra) as a function of laser pulse energy.\
The error bars show the standard deviation of 50 replicate measurements.](srep07625-f11){#f11}

![Intensity of the 396.15 nm Al line versus decay time after the laser pulse using SP-LIBS (a) and SBS-LIBS (b) excitation.\
The laser pulse energy and gate width were fixed at 120 mJ and 3 ms, respectively, and the inter-beam AOI was 60° in SBS-LIBS configuration. The error bars show the standard deviation of 50 replicate measurements.](srep07625-f12){#f12}

###### The OPD and inter-beam delay in the different angles of incident (AOI) between the two laser beams

  AOI(degree)    OPD(m)   Inter-beam delay(ns)
  ------------- -------- ----------------------
  0               1.70            5.80
  10              1.85            6.31
  20              1.98            6.75
  30              2.07            7.06
  40              2.10            7.16
  50              2.10            7.16
  60              2.07            7.06
  70              1.98            6.75
  80              1.85            6.31
  90              1.70            5.80
